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6

Abstract7

Semantic learning is an important mechanism for the document classification, but most8

classification approaches are only considered the content and words distribution. Traditional9

classification algorithms cannot accurately represent the meaning of a document because it10

does not take into account semantic relations between words. In this paper, we present an11

approach for classification of documents by incorporating two similarity computing score12

method. First, a semantic similarity method which computes the probable similarity based on13

the Bayes’ method and second, n-grams pairs based on the frequent terms probability14

similarity score. Since, both semantic and N-grams pairs can play important roles in a15

separated views for the classification of the document, we design a semantic similarity learning16

(SSL) algorithm to improves the performance of document classification for a huge quantity of17

unclassified documents. The experiment evaluation shows an improvisation in accuracy and18

effectiveness of the proposal for the unclassified documents.19

20

Index terms— semantic similarity, classification, naive bayes, n-grams pattern.21

1 I. Introduction22

eb mining is facing an important problem in measuring the semantic similarity among the words in the process23
of information retrieval and language processing. The most semantic based application requires the accurate24
measuring of semantic similarity among the document concepts and words. In information search, one of the25
most important problems is to semantically to get a number of documents correlated to a user’s request. Semantic26
similarity between the words such as ”word sense disambiguation” (WSD) can be an efficient assessment for the27
text entailment and automatic document classification, it is also important for the variety of natural language28
processing tasks. Automatic classification of documents is an important part of the research in the vision,29
and an enormous prospective for numerous applications around the text, such as search and analysis. Its30
purpose is to allocate a document given to the group of default to which it is in the right places. So far,31
applications have different types of algorithms based on the study or automatic calculation in this process and32
showed how much work [2], [3], [5]. However, mainly of the work functional to this task used aneffortless33
wordcollection representation where each attribute communicates to a particular word. That is, assume that34
words are independent and utilize only the distribution of content words.35

Over the past few years, we’ve seen the Web evolve into a semantic Web. The amount of information posted36
with linked data has consistently increased. With this increase, annotation and classification systems have created37
new opportunities to reuse this data as a semantic knowledge base and can be interconnected and structured38
to increase the accuracy and recovery of annotation and classification mechanisms. The Semantic web aims to39
explain the meaning of the information posted on the Web in order to make it possible to search by understanding40
the meaning of the information accurately. In this regard, document text learning and classification is most41
common, by assigning text to one or more existing class. This development determines the class membership42
of a text document that has a separate set of classes with profiles and different features. Criteria for deciding43
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2 II. BACKGROUND STUDY

appropriate features for classification are important and are determined by the priority of the classifier. Semantic44
classification occurs when the target document element or term of the classification represents the meaning of45
the document.46

Measuring the semantic similarity among texts is a basic task and can be capable of being utilized for a variety47
of applications, together with ”text clustering” [1] and ”text classification” [2]. The challenge in evaluation48
similarities among texts is infrequent, that is, there will be no coincidence of terms between the two texts. For49
example, two texts ”Apple’s New Product” and ”iPhone-6” refer to related topics, even though they do not use50
similar terms.51

To overcome scarcity, we need to use external data or knowledge to enrich the semantic representation of52
text. The semantically associated words of a particular word are listed in amanually created universal dictionary53
vocabulary ontology such as ”Word Net”. In this, a synset includes a set of synonyms for a specific word sense.54
However, semantic similarities among individual transform more than time and across domains. For example,55
apples are often associated with computers on the web. However, this apple sensation is not listed in most56
universal thesauri or dictionaries. Users searching for apples on the web may be concerned in the meaning of57
”apple” and ”not apple” as a fruit. Innovative words are stably generated and new senses are dispensed to existing58
words. Preserving ontology manually to confined these innovative words and senses is costly, if not impracticable.59

In this paper, we contribute an automated semantic similarity learning (SSL) move towards to compute the60
probability of semantic similarity among terms or entities of documents with the class knowledge set entities.61
Here, we define two probabilistic scores, a semantic similarity (SS) score and N-grams pair similarity (GS) score62
enhancing Naive Bayes probabilistic method to aggregate the relation between document and class entities.63
Semantic Similarity method relates the trained class entities terms with the extracted document key terms to64
compute the document probable SS score against each class entities, and Ngrams pair similarity method relate65
a document with each trained class entity with the constructed N-grams pairs, which is constructed using most66
frequent terms extracted from the document and the probable GS score is the summation of all individual N-67
grams pairs, i.e., sum(GS 1 , GS 2 , .. , GS n ).We perform an experiment evaluation on Reuters-21578 Datasets68
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposal.69

This papers organized in 6 sections. Section-1 above describes the introduction, section-2 discuss the70
background works, section-3 presents the proposed works outline, probabilistic semantic and N-gram pairs71
pattern learning, section-4 discuss the semantic similarity classification approach, section-5 present experiment72
methodology and results and finally section-6 presents the conclusion of the work.73

2 II. Background Study74

Semantic similarity plays an significant responsibility in ”natural language processing”, ”information retrieval”,75
”text summarization”, ”text classification”, and ”text clustering”. Particularly, ”Explicit Semantic Analysis”76
(ESA) [6] is extensively utilized because of its accessibility and diversity. ESA was build up to calculate word77
relationship as well as text comparison in natural language. ESA creates a ”weighted index” that maps each78
phrase to the listing of articles that appears and calculates the similarity among the two words or a vector of79
text.80

Naive Bayes [1] classification performance using semantic similarity has made various efforts. An approach81
that is often used to mitigate naive independent assumptions is to express attribute addiction in a graph-based82
model called a ”Bayesian network”, where nodes correspond to attributes. Oriented arch is weighted by the83
circumstances probability for each node specified a close relation. Because ”Bayesian network learning” is NP-84
hard [6], numerous approaches recommend imposing model constraints to formulate it easier to deal with learning85
problems. Subsequent approaches in [8], [9], [17], [18] have brought considerable improvements. For example, in86
[21], an ensemble of Tree Augmented Naive-Bayes (TANs) was be trained, each rooted in a dissimilar attribute.87
It then compiles the classifications of all eligible TANs to predict class labels. In [8], we assume that the entire88
Bayesian network structure is learned first and all attributes are dependent. Unlike [18], the ”Markov network89
model” is utilized to express characteristic dependencies that are estimated similar to [39] by taking advantage90
of the conditional log probability intention purpose. However, performing andtake advantage operation can be91
computationally demanding. Many methods are used to inherit the structural simplicity of Naive Bayes classifiers92
to keep away from the complication of the construction learning process [9], [10], [12], [13]. While the ”Naive93
Bayes classification” is functional at the ”decision tree leaves level” and is act upon on a subset of the training94
data, the data set properties are divided into two collections as in ??11],where one group is assigned a class95
probability based on ”Naive Bayes”, and the other is supported on a ”decision table”.96

Despite its effortlessness, the previously point out the classifier still shows a few constraints in handling very97
much related data. In [12], [13], the features are weighted dissimilarly depending on the involvement to the98
classification. A comparable approach was applied to the most effective ”Bayesian Network classifier” and ”99
Hidden Naive Bayes” [9]. In [9], the authors recommended generating a hidden close qualified that correspond100
to the effect of everything else on each property. The effect is computed as a linear arrangement of circumstance101
common information among attribute pairs, similar to [8]. Therefore, the parent correlation is ignored.102

Dissimilarity like [10], [11], [19], ”En Bay” [2] implements a new, uncomplicated, and useful approach that103
unites the generation of conditionally independent decision models and the reliable probability approximation104
by class. En Bay is a pattern-based Bayesian classifier that frequently uses a set of items frequently to estimate105
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Bayesian probabilities. En Bay uses new and effective probabilistic approximation estimates that adhere to the106
conditional independence model. The set of extended, normal and separate items to be comprised in a class-107
based approximation is chosen by entropy-based heuristics, and the set of properties is conditionally mutually108
independent, depending on the class being evaluated. We extend En Bay probability computation methods to109
computes the semantic similarity probability score based on the terms dependency over the trained class terms110
entities, as discussed in section 3.2 below.111

The ”Large Bayes classifier” [11] performed the primary challenge to mitigate well-built independent 3 Year112
2017 ( ) H to estimate the probability through product form approximation [12]. However, all preceding113
patternbased Bayesian advance create inimitable product approximations for all test cases. Thus, estimations114
are only tied to the considered grade. Moreover, since it is necessary to extract animmense number of long115
and redundant repeated item sets, the superiority of the approximation is sensitive to changes in the ”support116
threshold”, and the classification algorithm cannot cope with a large data set. We extend this constructing117
Ngrams pairs using frequent items to estimates the N-grams similarity probability score, as discussed in section118
3.3 below.119

3 III. Proposed Approach a) Outline120

The Semantic Similarity Learning (SSL) method, which uses probabilistic performances to describe probabilistic121
scores and put together scores supported on Bayes’ method for accurate document classification to measure the122
robust discovery and semantic similarity of related entities to document. 1. outlines our the proposed approach123
method. Our method obtains the main points of the probabilistic analysis of associations and related documents124
on the basis of trained document entities. The approach performs two probabilistic score computation method.125
First, Semantic Similarity Method which measures the similarity of their associated entity of a document with126
the list of trained class entity terms by SS k = P(d k (t) | C m ), i.e., probability of a document d k (t)terms127
associated with a set of class C m terms by means of cosine similarity.128

The second method extracts the most frequent terms F from the extracted document terms using term129
frequency (tf) and using F we construct N-grams pairs. In general, an N-gram method slice a longer text130
into ncharacters, but we customized this to slice a pattern into number words pairs (V-Pair) based on n which131
we term as N-gram pattern, an illustration is shown in Fig. 2.Using the constructed pairs we compute,???? ??132
= ? ?? ?? ?? ??=1133

, where n is the number of pairs and W i = P( V-Pair n | C m ) i.e., probability of N-gram pair terms related134
to the set of class C m terms using cosine similarity. Now, we compute the final probability of semantic similarity135
P sem = sum (SS k, GS k ) for each document against each trained class. To classify the document we find the136
max P sem among the computed probability of semantic similarity of each class. The class which has the max P137
sem will be considered as the document class. We describe each method mechanism in the aspect in the following138
sections. [1], ”Decision Trees” [2], ”SVMs” [3], ”Rule-based” [4], and ”Associative classifiers” [5].139

4 Unlabeled Document140

Keyword141

Bayesian classification methods recognized a classification supported on the of ”Bayes theorem” [1].It predicted142
that a class based on test documents previously un seen T = { a 1 , a 2 , . . , a n }by opting the class c i that143
make the most of the subsequent formula: Despite the simplicity, the Bayesian approach is calculation intractable144
without compelling a powerful model simplification [1], [6], [7]. The most important instance of simplification145
is the ”Naive Bayes classifier” [1], which solves the problem by assuming that all attributes are conditionally146
self-determined and given as the class c i . Therefore, the join probability of (1), is based on the generated147
Naive Bayes model, which can be approximated as, (2) Based on the approximation we combine the probabilistic148
semantic similarity (SS) scores extracted from the training data to find the appropriate entities for the document.149
Let’s assume that multiple key terms are entered as input. That is, we compute P (c|T ’)for the set of core key150
terms T’ ={t 1 , t 2 , ... , t k }, where T’ is a key term, which are derived using traditional Naive Bayes for any151
related class c i .152

One possible approach to this task is a twostep method of determining the key terms first and then applying153
the existing Naive Bayes. However, this approach raises the question of how key terms are established. We154
have developed a probabilistic similarity method for finding related entities. It can be functional to a set with155
probability determined members. F = {n = 3 n = 2 n = 1 Year 2017 ( )156

5 H157

For a particular, a set of key terms T, P (c|T’ ) is calculated for all probable states T’.Fig. ??,summarizes an158
illustration of the probabilistic semantic similarity method for a set of key terms of a document d k as t 1 , . . ,159
t k . SS method is utilized to calculate P(t K |C m ), which is the probability score SS k of the set of key terms,160
T for the class C m .161
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10 B) PERFORMANCE MEASURE

6 Figure 3: Probabilistic Semantic Similarity Method162

Unfortunately, the circumstances of selfdetermination supposition prepared by Naive Bayes may not true always,163
to obelieves high-order associations for the period of the probability estimate, a parallel proposal is made based164
frequent pattern learning in T, and constructing a N-grams pairs to support accurate classification.165

7 c) N-grams Pattern Learning166

The N-gram is defined as a sequence of terms, the length is n, and the words taken are called terms. In the167
literature, we can see the definition of an N-gram as a concurrent set of terms, but only consecutive term sequences168
were used in this study. One word in the document is represented by a set of overlapping Ngrams as shown in169
Fig. 2. The N-gram model can be fictional by introduction a small window over a sentence or text, where only170
n words can be seen at the same time. So the effort less N-gram model is the so-called ”unigram model”. This171
is a one-word model at a time. For example, the ”Latest application and iPhone released.” sentence contains172
five unigrams as, ”Latest”, ”application”, ”and”, ”iPhone” and ”released” Of course, this is not very beneficial173
information. It is just a word that makes up the sentence. In fact, N-grams are interesting when n is greater174
than 2 (bigram) or more.175

Each word happens in a document with a dissimilar frequency. The main thought of categorization utilized176
by Trenkle and Cavnar [5] is that they should have similar N-gram frequency distributions when comparing177
documents of the same category. We performanN-gram pattern learning through creating n pairs using frequent178
document terms.179

For a given document d having a T terms. Let’s assume the frequent terms represent as F. Using the F terms180
we construct N-grams pairs as V-Pair. To learn the probability of V-pair pattern associationW n of a document181
with a class c m we calculate P(V-Pair n |c m )as shown in Fig . ??. Here, the class must contain all the pair182
terms to match the association. To compute the Ngrams probable similarity GS, we done the summation of all183
W n as, In order to efficiently search for class-specific patterns, in the SSL training phase, an FP-growth data184
pattern representation [18] is separately created to store training data belonging to each class in a compressed185
form. The FP-growth pattern is a single-tree data structure for the minimum support (min_sup) frequent item186
set used in the class pattern learning context. Algorithm-1 shows the pseudo-code in the SSL training phase.187
Minimum supported thresholds were applied to remove infrequently used items. In this case, items that do not188
meet the necessitated minimum support threshold are not consisted of in the FP-growth pattern.d k C 1 C 2 C189
m . . . .190

The obtained FP-G of each individual class c i , will be used as a trained knowledge for the SSL classifier.191

8 b) SSL Classification192

The SSL classification approach is one of the accomplished algorithms managing unlabeled documents. It applies193
two probability computation as semantic similarity SS and N-gram Similarity G Son the dataset to perform the194
classification using the trained FP-growth pattern knowledge as shown in Fig. 1. The SSL classifier initialized195
with anonly some trained class item sets. At each iteration, it chose an unlabeled document and perform the196
computation to compute the SS and GS score. It learns separate similarity score over each class pattern learning,197
and support a set of class labels for the unlabeled documents. For each class c i belonging to the training data198
set is corresponding to FP-growth is visited to construct the class-centric product estimation and calculated the199
probability P(T,c i ).200

Its ultimate prediction is through by coming together both SS and GS score, P sem = sum( SS k , GS k )201
which decline classification error spredictions. The massive is the P sem of the class will be predicated as thed k202
C 1 C 2 C m . . . . . . W 2 = P( V-Pair 2 |C 1 ) W 1 = P( V-Pair 1 |C 1 ) W n = P( V-Pair n |C 1 ) . . . . .203
. . . W 2 = P( V-Pair 2 |C 2 ) W 1 = P( V-Pair 1 |C 2 ) W n = P( V-Pair n |C 2 ) . . . . . . . . W 2 = P(204
V-Pair 2 |C m ) W 1 = P( V-Pair 1 |C m ) W n = P( V-Pair n |C m ) . . . . . . . . ???? 1 = ? ?? ?? ?? ??=1205
???? 2 = ? ?? ?? ?? ??=1 ???? ?? = ? ?? ?? ?? ??=1 Year 2017 ( )206

9 H207

closer association. This predictionim provises the performance of the algorithm classification accuracy. Since SSL208
classification uses two probability computation score with the FP-growth pattern, its presentation is better than209
any particular classifier.Algorithm-2briefly summarizes the SSL classification algorithm. The ”Reuters-21578210
corpus” is the mainly common utilized benchmark corpus in text classification. It consists of over 20,000 Reuters211
news stories from 1987 to 1991, and 135 subject classes are used in the experiment. This version contains ”9603212
training documents”, ”3299 test documents”, and ”27,863 inimitable words” after stopping stemming and word213
removal. We consider only 10 topics as classes of Reuters-21578 data for experimental evaluation measurements.d214
k = {T k } ?D k ; //–For all class in FP-G vector – for all c i in FP-Gdo c i = {FT i } ?FP-G i ; SS i = P (d k215
? c i ); V_SS[i] = SS i ; end for VD s [k] = V_SS; // –216

10 b) Performance Measure217

To estimate the classification performance of the proposed method, we utilize the precision, recall, and accuracy.218
Let considered P is all relevant documents and N is all negative document. PC + as a positively classified, NC219
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+ as negatively classified documents. PCas a positively classified for an incorrect document, NCas negatively220
classified for correct documents. By constructing a confusion matrix for the above evaluation measure we compute221
the classifier performance.222

To measure the classifier precision rate CP, the classifier recall rate CR and the classifier accuracy rate CA223
the following equation are used.224

11 c) Evaluation Results225

In the Reuters-21578 datasets we do consider both labeled and unlabeled documents, the effect of using two226
probabilistic semantic similarity learning is given in Table ??. We initially evaluate with Semantic Similarity227
Score (SS), then with N-grams patterns pairs Score (GS) and finally with both. The classification performance228
using both the Semantic Similarity and the N-gram pattern pairs learning outperforms over the one using any229
single learning for most classes.???? = ???? + ???? + + ???? +(4)???? = ???? + ???? + + ???? ?(5)???? =230
???? + + ???? + ?? + ??(6)231

12 Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology232

Volume XVII Issue II Version I233

8 Year 2017 ( ) H Table 1:234

The accuracy enhancement by using semantic similarity learning on ”Reuters-21578 corpus”.235
We found that the greater the number of related documents in the training set, the higher the accuracy of236

using N-Naive Bayes has a low error rate and high accuracy when there are many documents in the class. The237
classification comparison result is shown in Fig. 4. At first, we performed comparisons with stateof-the-art238
Bayesian classifiers. And because our approach is pattern-based, we compare it with the wellknown associative239
classifiers SVM and the new improved Bayesian approach known as En Bays [2].240

Finally, we performed a comparative assessment of precision, recall, and accuracy rates as a classifier for241
classifiers. The rate of precision and recall in Fig. ?? and 6 shows an improvisation in compared to SVM and242
En Bays method. The effects of both SS and GS score in probability similarity measure shows SSL precision243
improvisation. Fig. ?? shows the classifier accuracy measures comparison. It also shows an improvisation of SSL244
approach in compare to others. The falling of accuracy with increasing of the document due to the limitation of245
trained class knowledge. As both the method has a dependency on the trained data knowledge for performing246
probability similarity computation cause the falling of the rate.247

13 VI. Conclusion248

In this paper, we propose a semantic similarity and N-gram pattern learning method based on the Bayesian249
classifier, which approximates Bayesian probability using frequent itemsets. It utilized new and more efficient250
probability approximations that adhere to the conditional independence model. A long, frequent, and separate251
set of items to be included in a classbased approximation is selected. It is based on the Baye’s theorem and252
semantic similarity computation approach. Our method is a sort of probabilistic semantic similarity learning253
(SSL) that uses vectors to generate vectors of related entities as semantic representations of specific text and254
to measure semantic similarities. SSL combines vectors using expanded Naive Bayes, while SSL simply adds up255
the vectors for each term occurring in the text based on the majority of rules. This method uses both Semantic256
Similarity Learning for SSL algorithms and N-gram pattern learning and applies algorithms to unstructured257
document classification.258

Experiments on the Reuters-21578 document show that the SSL approach improves classification performance,259
and unlabeled documents are a good resource to overcome documents with a limited number of labels.260

Future developments in this work will address the integration of generalized item aggregation mining algorithms261
to further improve classification and accuracy in noise-prone areas of data where there liability of probability262
estimation is particularly important. 1 2

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
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13 VI. CONCLUSION

2

Figure 2: Figure 2 :

1

Figure 3: ( 1 )

if n = 3;
1-grams 2-grams 3-grams
application(application, (application, software, screen)
software software) (application, software, phone)
screen (application, screen) (application, software, iphone)
phone (application, phone) (software, screen, phone)
iphone (application, iphone) (software, screen, iphone)

(software, screen) (screen, phone, iphone)
(software, phone)
(software, iphone)
(screen, phone)
(screen, iphone)

Figure 4:
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